Abstract
Introduction
As probabilistic computations play an increasing role in solving various problems [21] , various proposals on probabilistic languages have been reported [5, 6, 8, 14, 13, 15, 18, 19, 20] . Complex software systems typically involve important features like real-time, probability and shared-variable concurrency. Therefore, system designers would expect a formal model that incorporates all these features to be available for them to use. However, to the best of our knowledge, no one has integrated all these features in one model. In this paper we tackle this challenging problem by proposing a formal model for a language equipped with probability, time and shared-variable concurrency. Our model is meant to facilitate the specification of complex software systems.
The shared-variable mechanism is typically used for communications among components running in parallel. Although shared-variable concurrency can be seen in many languages (e.g. the Java programming language, the Verilog hardware description language), it proves to be challenging to formalize it [11, 23, 24] , not to mention other orthogonal features like probability and time. In this paper we successfully tackle this challenge by integrating time, probability and shared-variable concurrency in one model. The probability feature is reflected by the probabilistic nondeterministic choice, probabilistic guarded choice and the probabilistic scheduling of actions from different concurrent components in a program.
As advocated in Hoare and He's Unifying Theories of Programming (UTP) [12] , three different styles of mathematical representations are normally used: operational, denotational, and algebraic ones, among which the operational style is the most intuitive one. In order to elaborate more on the intuition behind the proposed language and to formally define the behaviour of its programs, we start with the operational semantics in this paper. Upon the operational model, we define a bisimulation relation, from which a collection of algebraic laws are derived. The completeness of the algebraic laws and the Galois connection between the operational and algebraic theories are beyond the scope of this paper and would be addressed in future work.
Much related work has investigated the semantics for probabilistic processes. Morgan and his colleagues explored the abstraction and refinement for probabilistic processes using the weakest precondition (wp) approach [13, 14, 15] . Hartog and her colleagues have studied the equivalence between operational and denotational semantics for a variety of probabilistic processes [5, 6, 7, 8] using Banach Space approach [4] . Núñez extended Henessey's "testing semantics" for a variety of probabilistic processes [18, 19, 20] . As an extension of the guarded command language, a simple probabilistic guarded command language was formalized in [10] under the UTP framework. A set of algebraic laws were then explored based on the denotational model.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our language equipped with probability, time and shared-variable concurrency. Section 3 is devoted to the operational semantics. A bisimulation relation is then defined in Section 4 and used for the basis of a set of algebraic laws in Section 5. Section 6 gives a prototype animation of the operational semantics and Section 7 concludes the paper.
Probabilistic Language PTSC
In this paper we propose a probabilistic language PTSC (Probability, Time and Shared-variable Concurrency), which involves the integration of probability, time and shared-variable concurrency. Apart from the concurrency feature that exists in many conventional languages, probability and time are the other two main features of our language. The synchronization of different parallel components is based on time controls. Overall, our language consists of the following main features: The PTSC language has the following syntactical elements:
(1) x := e is the atomic assignment. Skip behaves the same as x := x.
(2) Regarding @b P , when the Boolean condition b is satisfied, process P can have the chance to be scheduled. As we consider models for closed systems, the program @b P can only let time advance when the Boolean condition b is not met. For #n P , after n time units elapse, process P can be scheduled. (3) Similar to a conventional programming language, if b then P else P stands for the conditional, whereas while b do P stands for the iteration.
(4) The mechanism for parallel composition P p Q is a shared-variable interleaving model with probability feature. If process P can perform an atomic action, P p Q has conditional probability p to do that atomic action. On the other hand, if process Q can perform an atomic action, P p Q has conditional probability 1−p to perform that action.
(5) stands for the nondeterministic choice, where p stands for the probabilistic nondeterministic choice. P p Q indicates that the probability for P p Q to behave as P is p, where the probability for P p Q to behave as Q is 1−p.
In order to facilitate algebraic reasoning, we enrich our language with a guarded choice in our language. As our parallel composition has probability feature, the guarded choice also shares this feature. Guarded choice is classified into five types:
= e ij ) P ij )} in the guarded choice type (1) and (4), it should satisfy the following healthiness conditions:
The first type is composed of a set of assignmentguarded components. The condition (a) indicates that for any i ∈ I, the Boolean conditions b ij from "choice j∈Ji (b ij &(x ij := e ij ) P ij )" are complete and disjoint. Therefore, there will be exactly one component b ij &(x ij := e ij ) P ij selected among all j ∈ J i . Furthermore, for any i ∈ I, the possibility for a component (x ij := e ij ) P ij (where b ij is met) to be scheduled is p i and it should satisfy the second healthiness condition.
The second type is composed of a set of event-guarded components. If one guard is satisfied, the subsequent behaviour for the whole process will be followed by its subsequent behaviour of the satisfied component.
The third type is composed of one time delay component. Initially, it cannot do anything except letting time advance one unit.
The fourth type is the guarded choice composition of the first and second type of guarded choice. If there exists one b k (k ∈ K) being satisfied currently, then the event @ b k is fired and the subsequent behaviour is Q k . If there is no satisfied b k , the behaviour of the fourth type of guarded choice is the same as that of the first type.
The fifth type is the compound of the second and third type of guarded choice. Currently, if there exists i (i ∈ I) such that b i is satisfied, then the subsequent behaviour of the whole guarded choice is as P i . On the other hand, if there is no i (i ∈ I) such that b i is satisfied currently, then the whole guarded choice cannot do anything initially except letting time advance one unit. The subsequent behaviour is the same as the behaviour of R.
As the first type of guarded choice does not have time advancing behavior, there is no type of guarded choice composing of the first and third type of guarded choice.
Operational Semantics
The operational semantics of a language models the behaviour of a program in terms of execution steps, which are represented by transition relations. In our operational model, the transitions are expressed in the form of Plotkin's Structural Operational Semantics (SOS) [22] :
where, P stands for the program text that remains to be executed. σ is the current state of the program. The transitions can be classified into four kinds:
(1) The first kind of transitions models an atomic action with certain probability. In this paper, we consider assignment as an atomic action.
where, p stands for the probability for program P to perform the execution. (2) The second type models the transition of a time delay.
Time advances in unit steps.
The third type models the selection of the two components for non-deterministic choice. It can be expressed as:
The fourth type models the triggered case of event @ b:
In what follows, we shall present the operational rules for sequential programs, probabilistic guarded choice, and concurrent programs.
Sequential Process
A sequential program comprising a single assignment performs an atomic action with probability 1. It cannot perform any other types of transitions.
where, ε stands for the empty process.
For the conditional statement if b then P else Q , the control flow will be passed to P with probability 1 if b is satisfied, otherwise it will be passed to Q with probability 1.
Here b(σ) returns the value of b in the state σ.
The transitions for iteration are similar to conditional.
Time delay can advance time in unit steps. It cannot do any other types of transitions.
The event @b in @b P is satisfied if Boolean condition b is currently satisfied, otherwise it will let time advance one unit. We use "
The selection of process P or Q from P Q is nondeterministic.
For the probabilistic nondeterministic choice P p Q, the probability of the selection of P is p and the probability of the selection of Q is 1 − p.
The process P ; Q will behave like P initially. After P terminates, Q will be executed. 
Probabilistic Guarded Choice
In order to investigate algebraic properties for parallel composition, we enrich the language with guarded choice. A guarded choice construct may perform transitions depicted in the following five cases.
For any i ∈ I, there is only one j ∈ J i such that b ij (σ) = true. This indicates that program P can execute assignment x ij := e ij with probability p i when the corresponding condition b ij (σ) = true.
is satisfied, the event @b i is enabled, thus P i is followed, as depicted in the first rule. If ∀i • b i (σ) = f alse, no events are enabled, only time can advance, as indicated in the second rule.
Process P can only do time advancing transition because it only contains time-delay component. The subsequent behaviour after one time unit elapses is just the behaviour of process R.
For any k ∈ K, if c k (σ) = true, then the event "@c k " is fired. The first transition reflects this fact. For any i ∈ I, if b ij (σ) = true and ∀k • c k (σ) = f alse, then process P can perform the corresponding assignment "x ij := e ij ". Now consider the special case "c k (σ) = true" and b ij (σ) = true, we only allow event "@c k " to be fired and do not allow process P to perform assignment x ij := e ij . This fact is shown in the first transition and reflected by the additional condition "∀c k • c k (σ) = f alse" in the second transition.
The first transition indicates that event "@b i " is fired if b i (σ) = true. However, if all b i (σ) are evaluated to f alse, then only time-advance branch can be selected.
Parallel Process
For brevity of presentation, we first define the following function to represent intermediate processes:
This intermediate format can reduce the number of transitions for parallel composition by representing several cases in one single rule.
Now we define two functions:
The notation stable( P, σ ) indicates that process P cannot perform the transition representing nondeterministic choice under state σ, while stableE( P, σ ) indicates that process P cannot perform event-triggered transitions under state σ.
A probabilistic parallel composition may perform transitions of the following forms:
and stableE( Q, σ ),
Transition (1)(a) stands for the case that one component makes nondeterministic choice and another component is stable. The whole process also makes a nondeterministic choice under this case. However, if both components make nondeterministic choice, then the whole process can make nondeterministic choice and the subsequent behaviour is the parallel composition of the remaining components. Transition (1)(b) reflects this situation.
The second type stands for the event-fired case. The analysis is similar to the transitions of type (1). Transition (3) covers the case of performing an atomic action. If process P can perform an atomic action with probability p 2 , then process P p1 Q and Q p1 P can also perform the same atomic action with probability p 1 ×p 2 and (1−p 1 )×p 2 respectively.
If both components can perform a time-advancing transition, then the whole parallel process can also let time advance. The aspect is reflected in transition (4).
Bisimulation
In operational semantics the behaviour of programs is represented in terms of execution steps. A computation is thus composed of a sequence of transitions. Two syntactically different programs may have the same observational behaviour. This means that we need to define program equivalence (conventionally denoted ≈) based on a reasonable abstraction. In considering the equivalence of the programs for our language, bisimulation is a useful approach. It will also be applied in exploring algebraic laws of our language.
In what follows we shall give several auxiliary definitions before we present the definition for bisimulation.
Definition 1 We define the transition relation
id =⇒ p as follows: 
Definition 4 A symmetric relation R is a bisimulation if and only if
where,
P , σ R Q , σ and
Q , σ and P , σ R Q , σ and
Two configurations should have the same interface when studying their equivalence; i.e., their state parts should be the same. Our bisimulation relation is based on three different kinds of observations: a τ transition or a v-transition (triggered by an event), atomic action, and time advancing.
Note that (2-2) in the above definition models the case that if a process performs an atomic action without any contribution to the program state change, then its bisimilar process may or may not perform an atomic action with similar effect. This partly reflects the concept of weak bisimulation [16, 17] . 
Lemma 1 If

Algebraic Laws
Operational semantics can be used to deduce interesting properties of programs. In this section we investigate the algebraic laws of our timed language with probability and shared-variable concurrency.
For assignment, conditional, iteration, nondeterministic choice and sequential composition, our language enjoys similar algebraic properties as those reported in [9, 12] . In what follows, we shall only focus on novel algebraic properties with respect to time, probabilistic nondeterministic choice and parallel composition.
Two consecutive time delays can be combined into a single one, where the length of the delay is the sum of the original two lengths.
(delay-1) #n; #m = #(n + m) Probabilistic nondeterministic choice is idempotent.
(prob-1) P p P = P However, it is not purely symmetric and associative. Its symmetry and associativity rely on the change of the associated probabilities:
Sequential composition also distributes through probabilistic nondeterministic choice.
(prob-4) P ; (Q p1 R) = (P ; Q) p1 (P ; R)
The proof for law (prob-3) is given in Appendix C. Other proofs are similar and omitted.
Probabilistic parallel composition is also not purely symmetric and associative. Its symmetry and associativity rely on the change of the associated probabilities as well.
(par-1)
In what follows we give a collection of parallel expansion laws, which enable us to expand a probabilistic parallel composition to a guarded choice construct. As mentioned earlier, there exist five types of guarded choice. To take into account a parallel composition of two arbitrary guarded choices, we end up with fifteen different expansion laws.
The first five laws we shall discuss are with respect to parallel composition of assignment-guarded choice with any other choices. For brevity, we assume the first component is an assignment-guarded choice. In what follows, we shall list three laws, with the rest two left in Appendix A.
If the second component is also an assignment-guarded choice, the scheduling rule is that any assignment could be scheduled with the associated probability provided that its Boolean condition is satisfied. Suppose the assignment guard from the first component is scheduled, the subsequent behaviour is the parallel composition of the remaining process of the first component with the whole second component. Law (par-3-1) below depicts this case.
If the second component is an event-guarded choice, the behaviour of the parallel composition can be described as the guarded choice of a set of assignment-guarded components and a set of event-guarded components. If an assignment guard (from the first component) is scheduled first, the subsequent behaviour is the parallel composition of the remaining part of the first component (P ij ) with the second component (Q); if an event guard is triggered, the subsequent behaviour is the parallel composition of the first component (P ) with the remaining part of the second component (Q k ). This is presented in law (par-3-2).
If the second component is a time delay construct, then only assignment guards can be scheduled initially. For the whole parallel composition, the subsequent behaviour following the scheduled assignment guard is the parallel composition of the remaining part of the first component (P ij ) with the time delay component. The whole process does not have time delay component. This case is expressed in law (par-3-3).
(par-3-3) Let
In what follows, we consider parallel compositions where the first component is an event-guarded choice, while the second component can be of any form. We shall present three laws (law (par-3-6) to (par-3-8)) with the rest listed in Appendix A.
If the second component is also an event-guarded choice, there are several scenarios. If one guard from the first component is triggered but no guards from the second component are triggered, the subsequent behaviour is the parallel composition of the remaining part of the first component with the second component. If two guards from both components are triggered simultaneously, the subsequent behaviour is the parallel composition of the remaining processes of both sides. This is illustrated in law (par-3-6).
If the second component is a time delay construct, the whole process will wait for some events to be triggered. The whole process can also let time advance. Law (par-3-7) expresses this case.
If the second component is the guarded choice of a set of assignment-guarded components and a set of event-guarded components, any assignment guard can be scheduled. As both components have event-guard components, there are also three possibilities for the guards to be triggered, as discussed in (par-3-6). This case is described in law (par-3-8).
We shall next consider the parallel composition where the first component is a time-delay guarded construct. We present one law (par-3-10) below with the other two listed in Appendix A.
The following law captures the case where the second component is also a time-delay guarded construct. The whole process performs a time delay and then behaves as the parallel composition of the remaining parts from both sides:
We now move to the parallel composition where the first component comprises both assignment-guarded com-ponents and event-guarded components. The following law (par-3-14) captures the scenario where the second component consists of both event-guarded choices and timedelays:
Another similar law (par-3-13) is left in Appendix A.
The following law (par-3-15) is about the parallel composition of two guarded choices composing of both eventguarded components and time delay components.
where, b = ∨ i∈I b i and c = ∨ j∈J c j
Animation of Operational Semantics
Operational semantics provides a set of transition rules that models how a program performs step by step. If we can have an executed version of operational semantics, the correctness of operational semantics can be checked from various test results. This means that a simulator for the operational semantics of our proposed language is highly desirable.
Transition rules for the operational semantics can be translated into Prolog logic programming clauses [3] . Prolog has been successfully applied in rapid-prototyping, including [1, 2] . Building on this, for the development of the simulator of PTSC, we have selected Prolog as our programming language.
The configuration in a transition can be expressed as a list (indicated by square brackets) in Prolog:
[ 2 par(P , Q, p1) , σ .
This transition can be translated into Prolog clauses shown as below. Every clause can represent the specific individual case.
Here, we use "S1 |X| S2" to represent "S1 X S2" and "-[ c , X] −→" to represent " c −→ X " in the Prolog clauses. Meanwhile, "epsilon" stands for the empty process ε and ∼= stands for =.
Next we use the example below to demonstrate how the simulator works. Consider the program (x := x + 1 ; x := x + 2) 0.4 (x := 2 ; x := 4). From the execution based on the simulator, we know there are six execution sequences leading the program to the terminating state, where the transitions contain their own specific probability 1 .
In total, there are six execution sequences leading the original program to the terminating state, where each transition step contains probability either 0.4, 0.6 or 1. These six execution sequences are:
(1)(2)(3)(4)(5) (1)(2)(6)(7)(8) (1)(2)(6)(9) (10) (1)(11)(12)(13)(14) (1)(11)(15) (16)(17) (1)(11)(15)(18) (19) where (i) stands for row i (given at the end of row i).
In summary, the simulator can display the execution sequences of programs based on the operational semantics. It provides an animation tool for our operational semantics. From various test examples including those above, the results displayed give us additional confidence concerning the validity of the operational semantics.
Conclusion
In this paper we integrated probability with a timed concurrent language. The probability was added into non-deterministic choice, parallel composition and guarded choice. Parallel processes communicate with each other via shared variables. We formalized a structural operational semantics for the language which incorporates time, concurrency and probability. On top of the operational model, an abstract bisimulation relation was defined and a rich set of algebraic laws have been derived for program equivalence. A prototype was also built for the animation of the execution of probabilistic programs. As an immediate future work, it would be interesting to work out a denotational model and investigate the consistency between operational and denotational models. We would like to explore an observation-oriented model as advocated in UTP [12] , which, we believe, would make the linking theory easier to build. We know for any state σ, P, σ ≈ Q, σ . This means there exists a bisimulation S σ such that P, σ ≈ Q, σ . Let S = ∪ σ S σ . We know S is also a bisimulation. 
A. More Parallel Expansion Laws
(par-3-4) Let P = [] i∈I {[p i ] choice j∈Ji (b ij &(x ij := e ij ) P ij )} and Q = [] k∈K {[q k ] choice l∈L k (b kl &(x kl := e kl ) Q kl )} [][] m∈M {@c m R m } Then P r Q = [] i∈I {[r × p i ] choice j∈Ji (b ij &(x ij := e ij ) par(P ij , Q, r))} [][] k∈K {[(1 − r) × q k ] choice l∈L k (b kl &(x kl := e kl ) par(P, Q kl , r)} [][] m∈M {@c k par(P, R m , r)} (par-3-5) Let P = [] i∈I {[p i ] choice j∈Ji (b ij &(x ij := e ij ) P ij )} and Q = [] l∈L {@c l Q l }[]{#1 R} Then P r Q =
